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Human Rights Fund-Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in South Africa

Contact details: bregje.wijsenbeek@minbuza.nl Tel: 012 4254559

The available grant resources are part of the Human Rights Fund, which is designed to finance

activities in the field of human rights in support of the objectives and priorities set out in the human

rights strategy ‘Justice and Respect for All’1, thereby furthering Dutch foreign policy objectives. This

may involve both long-term objectives and activities related to current developments affecting Dutch

foreign policy.

In addition to the provisions of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Grants) Decree and the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs Grant Regulations 2006, activities must meet the criteria laid out in these policy rules

in order to be eligible for a grant from the Human Rights Fund 2015.

The Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Pretoria calls upon South African organisations

working with human rights to submit a proposal for the funding of activities relating to the following

themes:

 Equal Rights for women:
o Violence against women (with a special emphasis on care rather than prevention)
o Economic empowerment of women

 Equal rights for Lesbian, Gays, Bisexuals, Transgender and Intersex (LGBTI) (with an
emphasis on grassroots activities that end violence against LGBTI people)

 Human Rights Defenders

Other focus areas are:

 Business and human rights
 Human rights and the Internet

Guidelines for Applications

Organisations applying for these grants need to adhere to the following criteria:

I. Have audited financial accounts
II. The Organisation has a track record of implementing Human Rights projects

III. The proposal contains a specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-related (SMART)
activities

IV. The proposal has a time line and an action plan
V. The proposal has a detailed budget, consisting of the anticipated expenditure and funding

required.
VI. A liquidity prognosis is included with an estimation of what will be spent when.

VII. The project must be feasible, with realistic assumptions, also with regard to the political
reality.

VIII. The organisation must be sustainable and have sound financial principles, particularly with
regard to the continuation of activities after Dutch government support expires.

IX. The organisation has sufficient financial and management capacity, transparency, peoplepower
and resources. It has demonstrable experience with similar projects and uses internal
evaluation and monitoring systems.

1 Session year 2012-2013, Parliamentary Paper 33400 V, No.1; accessible on http://www.government.nl/documents-and-

publications/notes/2013/06/14/justice-and-respect-for-all.html
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X. The manner in which the project contributes to the promotion of respect for human rights,
particularly those human rights referred to in the human rights strategy ‘Justice and Respect
for All’, is clearly described.

Guidelines for proposals:

1. Title page

a) Project name
b) Location, provinces, countries
c) Applicant organization
d) Other implementing or partner organizations
e) Dutch policy relevance, priority/ies “Justice and Respect for All” addressed
f) Total project budget
g) Total organisation budget previous year (actual)
h) Requested contribution
i) Other donors
j) Contributions already pledged and/or requested
k) Duration of the project, from….. till ….
l) Current/new project
m) If current does it have contributions from….

- Has the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs already made a contribution? Yes/No
- Under project number ….

2. Background

a) Short description of human rights situation you are wishing to address
b) Contribution of the project to the improvement of the human rights situation
c) Coordination with other projects, aid organizations, governments

3. Project description

a) Target group, (number of) beneficiaries, geographical locations
b) Objectives of the organisation
c) Concrete outcome, quantified2

d) Concrete output, quantified3

e) Time schedule
f) Specify the salary of managers and board members (name of function/position, gross annual

salary, other annual compensations/bonuses)
g) Sustainability of the project
h) Innovative aspects of the project (optional)
i) Summary of project costs per sub-activity, sub-location and main cost item (budget)

4. Risk analysis (max. 1 page):

2 For the OECD/DAC definitions of ‘outcome’ refer to http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/29/21/2754804.pdf

3 For the OECD/DAC definitions of ‘output’ refer to http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/29/21/2754804.pdf
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a) Risk analysis: corruption/fraud, regional/ethnic instability, governance/human rights, other
risks.

b) Which measures did you take to reduce the risks?

5. Organization (max. 1 page):

a) What experience does the organization have with implementing human rights projects?
b) Short description of the financial and administrative management of the organization
c) Number of staff members of the organisation, organisational chart
d) Does your organization have an anti-fraud policy?

6. Control (max. 1 page):

a) How will you monitor and evaluate the project results?
b) When and how are reports to be submitted on the implementation of the project?
c) Is the applicant organization planning project missions for monitoring, technical advice or

evaluation?
d) If there are any implementing or project partners, how will these be monitored?


